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Welcome to the 2014 Holiday Issue. Our theme this time is a touch of Christmas in
Canada, though our contributors are from all over. We also have a special Recipe corner
in this issue, some yummy delights that you might like to share with your loved ones this
holiday season.
Part of the fun in doing this magazine has always been the amazing people we’ve been
privileged to meet and introduce our readers to, and this time is no different. With the
help of Joan Schulhafer, we have a delicious recipe from best-selling author Mary
Burton. We also have a special look at a collection of suspense stories with a Christmas
theme, written by NY Times best-sellers. I have the book in question, and it’s a terrific
one!
Also coming to the rescue is Canada’s supremely talented Queen of Gothic Fantasy,
(yes, I once saw you called that!), Nancy Baker. I met Nancy back in 1995 at a
convention in Toronto. We’ve been friends ever since, and her latest book, just out, was
a long time in the making. If you’ve never read Nancy’s books, they are well worth
checking out, the three vampire titles have just been released in eBook format! We are
also delighted to have Kristen Painter with us, her books are terrific, and she was
gracious enough to do this at the last minute, so thank you, Kristen!!
Our regular columns are here, and some wonderful reading they are, as well.
We will be back in the Spring with our first issue of 2015, and more wonderful people for
you to meet. May your holidays be blessed with good health, much love, and happy
hearts. Thank you for being with us for another year. Hard to believe we’ve been doing
this for almost six years!
Merry Christmas to you, and all those you hold dear.
Denysé, Heather, and Kayden
Owners/Editors
Sensual Treats Magazine

Travel
Pillar and Post
What time of the year are you busiest and what do you
feel the attraction is to that time of year?
The busiest time of year falls between June and
October. Niagara-on-the-Lake has so much to offer
during the spring and summer season; awardwinning wineries, world-class theatre and exceptional
dining. Pillar and Post boasts a heated outdoor pool,
indoor saltwater pool, exotic hot springs and an array
of signature spa treatments.
Do you have specific "lures" for each season? What
makes Pillar and Post as attractive in Winter as it is in
Summer?
Each season offers a different type of adventure!
Both indoor and outdoor activities and attractions are
available year 'round. Pillar and Post offers a variety
of resort activities, indoor pool, award-winning spa,

outdoor hot springs and delicious dining options to keep you warm and entertained
during the long winter months.

Do you cater to honeymooners, tourists, or people just wanting to get away from it all?
Or a relatively even balance of all the above?
Pillar and Post has something for everyone and every reason to get away.
Elegant suites, sumptuous room service and luxurious resort amenities create an oasis
for every vacation type.
Does your resort ever act as the host for business seminars? Are you equipped for that
type of use, or are you more recreational in theme?
Pillar and Post is equipped with over 11,000 square feet of flexible meeting
space for groups up to 192 guests.
What would you consider the biggest "attraction" of Pillar and Post if you were
attempting to entice our readers to visit?
Pillar and Post is home to 100 Fountain Spa, the #1 spa in Canada (Spas of
America). A former canning factory, the rich history and distinctive decor bring a
warm country atmosphere for a relaxing Niagara-on-the-Lake getaway.
Do you work with the local businesses to enhance the experience of a stay at Pillar and
Post?
Pillar and Post offers a variety of on-site resort activities, as well as a
complimentary shuttle to our sister properties; Prince of Wales and Queen's Landing.

Guests can experience a unique and luxurious visit to each of the Niagara-on-the-Lake
hotels. In addition to our amenities, guests can experience world-class shopping, a
leisurely bike ride through the historic city or join us on our Signature Wine Trolley for
a tour through wine country.
Thank you very much for your time, and for telling us more about this beautiful place!!

The Wiccan Way
Shielding
For my studies this lesson (I am working on being a Priestess Level 2) I am doing an indepth study on Psychic Attacks and Blocks.
I realized that for me this is a very difficult subject. Partly because I am so used to
giving and giving and giving, that I don’t even always realize when I have depleted my
stores of energy until someone else points it out.
The other part is that I am not very intuitive at blocking. While most people who have
to learn to block because of empathy manage to start holding their shield in place almost
subconsciously, it is not something I have been able to do. This means that in order to
shield or block, I have to be thinking of holding that shield or block all the time. I get
busy with the students, or my puppies, or my own kids or just life, and I forget to hold it.
Then all of a sudden I’m exhausted and sometimes 2 or 3 weeks have passed since I
actually had a shield going.
However, I wanted to share a few things on making sure, if you are an empath (Which
we will discuss more in-depth next time) or you just feel like someone is always in your
brain, you have the ability to make a block.
Physical defense measures are the easiest to prepare and use. They are very effective
against all general types of psychic attacks and have proved to be reliable in many
occasions of metaphysically oriented direct attacks.
Physical defense measures operate from magickally charged objects that you wear or
place in your environment. The defense is provided by the object rather than constant
mental focus. The advantage here is that you may keep more of your attention on events
of the day rather than maintaining vigil against negative situations. The disadvantage is
that a physical measure has a limited capacity for what it can do and sometimes we need
a bit more than what an stone or charm can provide.
Stones and crystals are frequently used for physical defense since they can be worn,
carried or placed on a desk without drawing undue attention from non-believing
associates. The most protective stones and crystals are receptive in nature (draw energy
to them) and are dark gray or black in color. We will look at both smoky quartz (crystal)
and black tourmaline (stone).
Both of these materials offer exceptional protective capabilities against psychic and
physical attacks. By and through nature, both consistently draw energy to themselves
and store negative energy that can then be re-directed to create and enforce a protective
shield around the area or person wearing the stone.

Size is a consideration here when selecting a stone to use for protection. A small stone
(1/2” in diameter or smaller) will probably not have the abilities to protect a 2-story
home adequately. It will do nicely for personal use but large areas generally require
larger drawing and storage capacity. A further note for stone selection – if using a
smoky quartz, only the real thing will work. Many commercial stores offer tinted glass
as ‘smoky quartz’ and this has no magickal ability at all.
Usage of the Stones…
For home protection – place in a central location in the most commonly used area.
Above the front door may insure that nothing negative gets in from the entrance but it
may not catch energies sneaking around the back yard. Your home will become a safe
haven and truly your castle of protection.
If you perform rituals and spells inside the house – it will help to insure that any
harmful effects from magickal workings will not project with the magick and that any
ethereal visitors do not bring or leave negative residue preceding, during or following
their visits. NOTE: I highly recommend that your protection stone be located outside
your circle area in this case!!
For personal protection – wear as a necklace or have the stone placed in a setting and
wear as a ring. Silver amplifies the effect of the protection so using a silver chain or
setting would be best. The stone will protect you from psychic attacks and also tend to
keep negative conversations and people away from you and/or limit the negativity in
those who communicate with you. It will also effect your physical environment such
that most, if not all, injury causing accidents will not come your way. You will be
healthier and more peaceful in every location.
For traveling protection – place a stone in your car, carry with you during airline or sea
travel, or put in a small bag tied to the handlebars of your bicycle or motorcycle. The
stone will limit, or eliminate, accidents and personal injury for you and anyone else
traveling with you. When placed in a bag on the handlebars, the effective protection is
limited to the immediate vehicle but it will function to shelter both rider and passengers.
Shielding from Stones (something I am learning how to do)
Creating a shield from the stone’s stored energy is an optional process but it does
provide an immeasurable benefit to the user!
To create the shield from the energy within the stone – hold the stone in your hands in
front of you and visualize the energy from within the stone creating a shield just larger
than your body. (This is a similar process to creating a ritual circle.) Use the energy
from the exact center of the stone and project it out to the shield insuring that there are
no gaps in any part of the shield. (NOTE: Do not use personal energy in the shield that
you create from either your aura or chakral centers.) The shield should not be a ‘thick’
energy barrier – it will be re-enforced by the constant activity of the stone. Direct the
energy in the shield to flow in a constant, consistent, and steady motion – this

empowers the shield so that its protective nature is about 7 times as great as a stationary
defense. The flow does not have to be fast to work and is actually more efficient if there
is slower movement. Once you have established symmetrical motion, direct a small
portion of the flow back to the center of the stone. The energy tie from the stone to the
shield and back from the shield to the stone makes the entire process self-sustaining.
From your position inside the shield, push against the inner shell and stretch the shield
to its desired size. Push gently but evenly so that the shield is not distorted during the
re-sizing process. For the home, the shield should be at least large enough to surround
the house (apartment, town home, etc.). For personal use – it should be sized to be
about 2 feet larger than you are in height and depth. For traveling use – it should be
large enough for the vehicle or mode of transportation (i.e. about 4 feet larger than your
car or truck, 30 feet larger than a ship, 10 feet larger than an airplane but don’t forget
the wings, etc.). Shields may be re-sized as often as necessary especially for traveling
use.
Once you set a stone for shielding, it will continue to shield until you stop it from doing
so. Shielding will continue whether you think about it or not - these stones do not
require your personal magick to operate on a daily basis and (in most cases) this is a
good thing.
Go pick up some good stones… and hopefully you are learning as I am learning.

"It's that time of year when the world falls in love . . ."
Join four favorite authors for tales of Christmas to remember
forever.
Under the Mistletoe Lisa Jackson
Megan Johnson's marriage is over--or so she thinks. When her
husband Chris lands in the hospital, fighting for his life, she remembers the
unexpected joy of their first Christmas together.
A Ranger for Christmas Mary Burton The holidays bring painful
memories for history professor Marissa Thompson. Agreeing to help Texas
Ranger Lucas Cooper solve a case offers the perfect distraction. But as
danger threatens, the joy of love has never been more tempting.
A Southern Christmas Mary Carter Reporter Danielle Bright is heading
home for the holidays to write up a feature story about Christmas down
south--and possibly win back her ex. But Sawyer, the sexy photographer
along for the ride, is deter-mined to jingle her bells.
Christmas in Montana Cathy Lamb Family is the ideal antidote to
getting fired, but Laurel Kelly isn't prepared for the changes at home in
Montana--or the fact that her college boyfriend Josh Reed now owns the
family land. But a blue Christmas could be the perfect surprise for a holiday
to remember.
OUR FIRST CHRISTMAS
A Holiday Anthology featuring Lisa Jackson, Mary Burton, Mary
Carter and Cathy Lamb
Kensington Books/Trade Paperback/Fiction/October 2014/$7.99
($8.99 Canada)/978-0-7582-9418-0 ● 0758294182

Mary Burton is the New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of twenty-two published novels and
four novellas. She is a member of Thriller Writers of
America, Mystery Writers of America, Romance Writers
of America and Sisters in Crime.
She travels frequently for signings, book club visits, and
speaking engagements at book festivals, book stores and
libraries and conferences. She is also known for her
highly regarded "Unraveling Romantic Suspense"
workshop and her day-long program "Writing Your
Book...The First Step.”
Her latest book, COVER YOUR EYES, the first in a
quartet of “connected” novels featuring the Morgan
family of Nashville, was published October 28th.
More information about
http://www.maryburton.com.
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Artistic Treats
March of the Nutcrackers
As the eighteenth century swung to a close and
the nineteenth century began, E. T. A. Hoffman
wrote a novel called ‘The Nutcracker and the King
of Mice’, building a fantasy around a hero who
starts out as a nutcracker, Marie Stahlbaum’s
favorite Christmas toy, only to transform into a
magnificent fighter, saving Marie from the King
of the Mice and then taking her to a magical
kingdom inhabited by dolls. This fits with
German folklore and legend, in which nutcrackers
represent power and strength, like a watch dog protecting a home from evil spirits and
danger. The wooden figurines with their large mouths and simple levers were not only
useful dinnertime tools that also inspired funny or unusual conversations over desserts
including pecans and hazelnuts, but also became popular gifts, keepsakes or good luck
charms. From simple, chunky pieces of what we would now call folk art, nutcrackers
became elaborate, carefully produced, and skillfully painted first-class artwork.
Then, in 1892, Pyotr Tchaikovsky composed his
incredible ballet based upon Hoffman’s book, with
beautiful, memorable music including the Waltz of
the Flowers; dances from around the world like
Chocolate (Spanish), Coffee (Arabian), and Trepak
(Russian); and the beloved dance of the Sugar
Plum Fairy. If there had ever been a chance that
nutcrackers would lose their appeal, this ballet, and
the Nutcracker Suite Tchaikovsky arranged for
concert performances, wiped that chance away for
at least a century (or two). In fact, they became
even greater artistic figures, especially in the hands
of such German families as the Steinbachs, who
even today continue producing beautiful
nutcrackers, including limited editions of very
special figures, which have really expanded their collectability.
Nutcrackers didn’t really become popular in the United States until the 1950’s, when
GI’s found them in Germany and brought them home as interesting memorabilia. Then
the ballet became popular here, and this all led to Americans buying large collections of
nutcrackers in an incredible variety of images, from historical and political figures to
literary characters like Dracula and Puss in Boots, from wide ranges of uniformed
military figures to comic book characters. My own roommate’s collection numbered
close to one hundred, the most recent being a Sherlock Holmes nutcracker I found for

her, not in an art shop or specialty store of any kind, but in our local Target department
store. I have been able to find photographs of Darth Vader and Yoda nutcrackers, of
beautiful nutcrackers portraying royalty both historical and fictional, and of fantasy
figures such as the Easter Bunny and many, many different versions of Santa Claus and
Saint Nicholas. Now there are very popular sports-related nutcrackers, Green Bay
Packers and other professional teams, figure skaters and downhill skiers. And, of
course, all the various versions of the palace guard/soldier from Hoffman’s novel and
Tchaikovsky’s ballet.

Even as production methods became
more factory based, the major processes
as listed by the Steinbachs remain in
place: cutting, shaping, hand-turning,
automatic lathes, polishing and drilling,
priming and spraying, carving, and
painting.
These methods produce
incredibly beautiful nutcrackers that are
copies of each other, like carefully
produced Barbie dolls, providing figures
to satisfy countless buyers. Along with
these, however, there are still individual
artists and craftsmen who design and
build their own, unique nutcrackers. As
I was doing my research for this article, my oldest sister told me that her son, my
nephew James Rubom, of Chicago, was working on his very first nutcracker, as a gift for
a friend. Of course, I had to contact Jim to ask about this project, and he provided a few
details and photographs of the finished product, giving me a first-person viewpoint of
the process he used to build a unicorn nutcracker.

“The idea for a unicorn nutcracker came to me when
my friend Erika told me that she had started the
tradition of giving a nutcracker to her friend Anna.
This has been going on for some time now and
Anna’s collection is quite large. The only thing that
I knew about Anna was that she loves raspberries
and unicorns.” So, Jim started by looking at
traditional nutcrackers online, checking all the
details like paint and hair accessories, and making
his own decisions about the details of body and
limbs. His unicorn stands straight, more like a cross
between a man and a horse. The body is a 2” poplar
dowel; arms, legs, and head are carved from pine;
the base is a plaque from a hobby store wrapped in
green felt. “The horn is covered with gold leaf, the
eyes are turquoise rhinestones, and the beard is a
tuft of rabbit fur. A soft angora yarn makes up the
mane and tail.” He didn’t use many of the specific
methods listed by Steinbach, just his own versions
of them. “Because I work in the automotive field I have many tools available. Air
powered grinders, sanders, dremel tools. In the case of this project most of the shaping
was done by hand sanding.” He also used a paint brush rather than spray paint, and
used a variety of adhesives.
The finished figure stands just over 15” tall, and is really quite unique. According to
Jim, “this could spawn an entire series of fantasy nutcrackers. How about a grey alien,
or maybe a dragon ….. The possibilities are endless.” Given all the different nutcrackers
I have seen photos of online, I can easily agree with him. If he chooses to keep making
nutcrackers, the possibilities are, indeed, endless.

Interview
Kristen Painter
Has writing been something you always did, or was it a discovered talent that came to
you at a later point?
I’ve always written. Really since I could form sentences. One of my first stories
was about my cat, then another about a sad pinecone. Clearly I was destined for great
things.
Do you remember how it felt when you were offered that first contract? What emotions
stand out in your memory?
If felt great! Like a validation of all the years I’d put in. Not to mention I could
finally tell my father what I was doing with my English degree.
Is this a first book, part of a series, or the latest in a long line of many?
Queen of Hearts is the first book in my series in the Sin City Collectors world.
Amanda Carlson and I built the world together and have both written a series of three
novellas in the world. There are some crossover characters and places. It’s tons of fun.
What is the oddest thing that’s happened to you since you chose to become a
professional writer? Will it ever make it into a book, or is that a secret?
I can’t really think of anything odd. I mean, odd stuff happens to me, but that’s
just my normal life.
Do you have your next book underway, or other titles in the planning stages?
I have a brand paranormal romance new series launching Spring 2015. The
first book is written, the second one is started and there are several more planned. I’m
really excited about it. It’s always fun to write in a new world.
Do you have a favourite genre and why? Is it one you write in, read in, or both?
I love PNR (paranormal) and UF (urban fantasy), but I write in it more than I
read in it, mostly because it’s hard for me to concentrate on other worlds and
characters in the same genre I’m writing. I read all kinds of stuff though – from
historical romance to biographies. I’ll read a tuna can if that’s all there is.
What, to you, is the most exciting part of the writing process? Does it change from book
to book or remain the same?
I love the creation aspect – the little surprises that pop up and amaze you with
how they work and fit into what you’ve already written. I love polishing the book too.
There’s something really satisfying about spinning straw into gold.
If you could co-author a book with anyone, who would you choose and why? What kind
of book do you think would come from the collaboration?
I don’t think I’d be a good co-author. The closest I’ve gotten is the combined

world building with Amanda Carlson on the Sin City Collectors project. But writing
with someone else...I’m not sure I could do that.
You can find Kristen on the Internet at these sites:
Facebook • Tsu • Website • Twitter • Instagram

Queen of Hearts is FREE right now!

Amazon • iBooks • Kobo • Barnes & Noble
Thanks so much for being our guest, Kristen.

Cerridwen’s Corner
Happy Yule!
This is the time of year when the garden is sleeping, the fruit trees are bare and the
evergreens are celebrated for giving us some green and promise of life in the dying end
of the year’s cycle. Many stories have been told within the different cultures about the
legends of the evergreens, but the one that is best known and celebrated is that of dear
old Saint Nick. Do I believe in him? Oh yes. Of course the Santa Clause of today has
evolved and changed from his original roots, much as the very story of the Yule season
has. The symbolism of the Holly King, or saint Nick, departing on his sleigh, or chariot
as we usher in the Oak King, or the Sun King, and move to the time of longer days and
shorter nights, is an old legend that goes back to the ancient Viking times.
In more recent times, there was a monk who started the tradition of giving gifts to the
good children, leaving little gifts in their socks hung on the hearth to dry. Small things
like this helped the people of the day transition to what was required. While still keeping
the old pagan traditions alive, the modern religion had to incorporate the old ways with
the new to get the people to accept it. So, the Yule log and the Evergreen came together
and is now celebrated and called the Christmas tree, which is decorated to usher in the
light half of the year.
The next time you are out walking, look at the perfect beauty of the Evergreen trees.
Both tall, majestic, and often some of the longest living trees on Earth, they provide so
much for us in our daily lives. Fir trees are the most commonly used for building houses,
both in their refined form of lumber, but in their natural form for the little critters. But
my favorite, without a question, is the Western Red Cedar. The height and shape, but
most of all the scent as they are warmed in the sunshine always feels like a greeting from
an old friend. During these darker times, it is so welcome to see these small tokens of
hope from nature. It is a sign that darkness doesn’t last forever and brighter times are to
come.
I hope you find joy and peace in the new year,
Cerridwen

Interview
Nancy Baker
Has writing been something you always did, or was it a discovered talent that came to
you at a later point?
I started writing stories almost as soon as I learned to print. My initial
“masterpieces” were stories about talking animals and I graduated to superheroes
then spies and finally into fantasy, as my influences changed. For the record, those
were probably The Incredible Journey, The Avengers, the Modesty Blaise novels and
Andre Norton, in that order. I started reading and writing horror in my early
twenties.
Do you remember how it felt when you were offered that first contract? What emotions
stand out in your memory?
I went running down the hall at work, sticking my head into my friends’ offices
and shouting “Penguin wants to buy my novel!” I was definitely excited, even when it
turned out I had to rewrite the last quarter of the book.
Is this a first book, part of a series, or the latest in a long line of many?
My new novel, Cold Hillside, is a stand-alone fantasy novel, though that’s what
I said about The Night Inside as well. I have a bad habit of writing endings that leave
room for sequels, though I always do it swearing that there is no sequel. Honestly. I
have no idea what happens after the end of Cold Hillside, but who knows? It may come
to me.
What is the oddest thing that’s happened to you since you chose to become a
professional writer? Will it ever make it into a book, or is that a secret?
The only odd thing I can think of is having heard third-hand that there was a
copy of the cover of The Night Inside hanging in the lobby of the building that I lived in
while I wrote it and which I used as the model for Ardeth’s apartment. My favorite
story about the actual process of writing is the time that my friend (and very talented
writer) Kim Kofmel and I were sitting in a restaurant talking about the stories we
were writing. We tended to get very passionate about it and at one point she stood up
and mimed shooting me to demonstrate the climax of her current story. I think a
number of our neighbours changed tables after that.
Do you have your next book underway, or other titles in the planning stages?
I have to admit that I’ve got nothing underway at the moment. I think I’m still in
shock that a) I actually finished Cold Hillside, which I started in 1996 or so and b) that
it’s been published. I’ve spent so long thinking that my writing life might be over that I
don’t think my brain has quite figured out that new ideas would be most welcome. I’m
looking over some old ideas that were floating around during my long writer’s block to
see if there’s something real there.

Do you have a favourite genre and why? Is it one you write in, read in, or both?
I always come back to fantasy, though I read everything from non-fiction to
horror. There’s something about the richness of the language and the weight of the
stories that speaks to my imagination.
What, to you, is the most exciting part of the writing process? Does it change from book
to book or remain the same?
Coming off a bout of writer’s block that lasted close to two decades, my
immediate answer is “it’s all dreadful.” I have to remind myself that I loved writing my
third novel, A Terrible Beauty. I do love that “aha” moment when you solve some
nagging problem or suddenly realize “so that’s what happens.”
If you could co-author a book with anyone, who would you choose and why? What kind
of book do you think would come from the collaboration?
That’s a tough question. I think I’d want a guarantee that my collaborator and I
would still be friends at the end of it. It would be interesting to work with someone
who has a very strong sense of plotting and world-building, because those tend to be
my weakness.
Where can readers find you on the web?
You can find news and my occasional blog posts at www.nancybaker.ca. I’m on
twitter (@dreamhouse123) and Facebook (look for Nancy Baker Writer). I don’t post
that much (honestly, my life is not that exciting) but the latest information on the books
is there.
Nancy Baker’s new novel, Cold Hillside, has just been released by ChiZine Publications
and is available in physical and e-book versions from Chapters/Indigo, Amazon and
other bookstores. The first three novels, these books have all been released in eBook
format and are available on Amazon.
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Body, Mind, and Spirit
The Snap Crackle and Pop of Joints
Ahhh the joys of winter. The sun glistening off the snow, the landscape looking so
pristine and white and the ache and pains that comes with the changing weather. This is
particularly true if you suffer from any kind of arthritis or related autoimmune
disorders. So in this article I want to introduce you to turmeric. This is the spice that you
buy in the grocery and the world is just now catching on to how wonderful it really is.
Tons of research is being done on just what all turmeric can do for the body.
The major things are, it’s an anti-inflammatory and it cleanses the liver. Those two
things alone should have everyone running out and buying this product in bulk. I know
when I was doing research on different treatments for cancer; turmeric came up over
and over again. I add it to so many different foods, that I have hardly notice it anymore,
but in doing research I concluded I still wasn’t getting enough. Turmeric capsules were
my solution, until I found out about turmeric paste.
I have a very arthritic dog, and had seen some pretty good results by giving her
magnesium on a daily basis. We could see her declining in health , her coat was getting
dull and thin and she was just slowing down more and more. Enter the turmeric paste
and you would hardly know this was the same dog . Her coat is shiny and thick and
healthy and she actually demands her ‘pill’ every night. I know I have been feeling better
since starting on the capsules but here was proof of just how good this product is, with
my own little dog.
Then I took in a foster dog, well actually she was a thirteen week old puppy with a heart
murmur. The murmur was severe; it had been rated at a five out of six. I took her
knowing the risks and told my rescue group I was putting her on the turmeric. Three
weeks later I took her to my vet for her rabies shot, and as the vet listened to her heart
she exclaimed that the pup had a pretty bad heart murmur. I asked her what she would
assess it at and she said it was at least a two, maybe a three out of six. I told her what the
other vet had said, and she replied that while it is somewhat subjective, there was no
way the murmur was a five.
The reason I mentioned the dogs, is because the recipe below is good for both humans
as well as animals. I have posted a youtube video link so that you can see how to make
the paste for yourself and your family. The recipe posted for the paste, was actually
developed by a veterinarian and tested thoroughly. The freshly ground black pepper
added at the end is for the pepperine that adds an additional anti-inflammatory to the
paste. Pepperine is not in ground black pepper that you buy for your table, only in
freshly ground black pepper. All of my dogs and even my kittens line up at night for
their turmeric fix.
For myself, since adding the capsules or paste to my daily intake, I no longer have

lymphedema. I have had lymph nodes removed from my left arm, and lymphedema is
the most common side effect of that surgery. There is none of that anymore and my
consistently swollen right foot is no longer swollen. The only thing that has been
changed is the addition of the turmeric and ensuring I up my hydration which is also key
for those of us who have to deal with these winter climates.
Drink lots of water and get that turmeric happening for you.
Happy Holidays Everyone.
In Health
Penny Adams
Natural Therapist
GOLDEN PASTE
1/2 cup turmeric powder (125 mls)
1 cups water (250 mls), and 1 cup in reserve if needed
1 1/2 teaspoons fresh ground black pepper
70 ml cold pressed Olive or Coconut oil
Place turmeric and water in pan, stirring over gentle heat until you have a thick paste.
This should take about 7 - 10 minutes and you will need to add additional water along
the way. Add the pepper and oil at the end of cooking. Stir well and allow to cool. Store
in sterilised glass jar and refrigerate. Will keep for up to four weeks, refrigerated - best
used within two. Use for Golden Milk, Smoothies, stir into Yoghurt... add to your dinner
plate as a condiment. (Same recipe may also be used for animals)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYCQb2YNGt4

Christmas Spirit
R. L. Stuemke

For the Christmas Eve candlelight service at St. Stephens, a small church near the
university campus, even the modest choir loft was considered open seating, and it was in
the back row of the loft that Merrieanne McFarland chose to settle. The walk to church
had been very nice; there was a little snow coming down, not enough to present any kind
of problem, just adding to the holiday atmosphere. It had actually given Merrie a
chance to get past the pain of her afternoon phone call from her mother, once again
complaining about her choice not to come home for the holidays this year, for the first
time in her life.
“No, Mom, I’m not really mad anymore, I’m over that, it’s just, well, it still hurts.
I’m sorry that upsets you. Why can’t you look at this from my side, just for a little
while?”
But her mother couldn’t seem to do that. Merrie was letting her family down, and
hurting herself in the bargain, by not making a better effort to forgive and forget,
especially for Christmas. Yes, Christmas was a truly beautiful time, a celebration of the
greatest gift ever given to the Christian faith, but this time, she just couldn’t find enough
holiday spirit to overcome her pain. Five months ago, Merrie had been happily planning
her wedding, scheduled for December 30, to make the New Year something doubly
happy. Four months ago, with her world turned inside out when her sister eloped with
Merrie’s fiancé, she took a new job in this city all the way across the state, where there
were no relatives and she hadn’t even known anyone, just to escape the constant
reminders of her loss. It hadn’t been easy, but the challenge of building a new life in a
strange city pushed most of her negative feelings far into the background.
The church was filling up. People were accepting their candles from the ushers,
and then greeting each other with bright eyes and beautiful smiles. Some of the people
taking seats in the loft were from the university, and recognized Merrie as one of the
library staff; it felt nice to have these people wish her a Merry Christmas, even if they
hadn’t reached the friendship stage yet. Merrie took a deep breath, and closed her eyes,
taking a few minutes to think of the gifts God had given her recently.
One of those gifts stood out. Matilda – Merrie had named the cat after a
character in one of her favorite Roald Dahl books – was a small, beautiful, dilute calico
kitty who had settled into a nice portion of the hole in her heart. It had been such a
horrible sight, watching a man throw this cat out the window of his car and drive off,
and Merrie had searched desperately for the poor animal, determined not to leave it
alone, injured, possibly dying.
Finding and adopting Matilda had given Merrie a friend who loved her without
judgment of any kind, and caring for the cat had helped her break out of her lonely shell.
Searching for affordable vet care had led her to the Pet Friends Rescue Center, where
she now spent a few hours every week as a volunteer caregiver. There were some really
great people involved with the Rescue, and several of them were now friends.

Yes, there were some true gifts, and Merrie once again whispered her prayer of
gratitude. Although she would be alone for the rest of Christmas Eve – except for
Matilda, of course – she was planning on going to a holiday party at the Rescue Center
the following afternoon, where everyone was to bring gifts for the animals, both those
still in recovery at the center and those in foster care, waiting for adoption. It promised
to be a wonderful party, and she definitely looked forward to it.
When Merrie finished her short prayer and opened her eyes again, there was
someone pleasantly familiar standing next to her. “I was hoping you would be here,”
Devlin said. He was the resident veterinarian at the Rescue Center, and Merrie was
happy to see him. He was friendly, intelligent, and single, close to her age, and
attractive in an almost geeky kind of way. She moved over enough to give him room
beside her, just in time to stand up for a prayer and the first carol of the evening. Now,
there was one more thing to like about Dr. Devlin Hollanquest – he had a very nice
singing voice.
Throughout the lovely service, filled with readings of familiar Biblical passages, a
short sermon, carols sung by the entire congregation, and a final prayer said in
candlelight, followed by a concluding carol, ‘Silent Night’, Merrie could feel Devlin’s
presence, comfortable, reassuring, and stimulating at the same time. When he took her
hand while they sang that last beautiful carol, it sent a tingling sensation straight
through to her brain. Given where they were and what they were doing, it was like
getting a message directly from God.
As they walked out of the small church, Devlin reached into his pocket and took
out a little wrapped present. “I know you said this was your first Christmas ever spent
away from home, so I wanted you to receive one present by hand instead of by mail. It’s
not a lot, really, more a symbol than anything, and I certainly don’t expect anything in
return. All the presents tomorrow are supposed to be for the pets, so I figured I should
give you this tonight.”
Inside the neatly wrapped box was a small oil painting of Matilda, in a bronze
oval frame. “A friend of mine does these paintings, and we have a couple photos of
Matilda in the clinic,” he explained.
Merrie was almost crying. It was really a beautiful gift. “Oh, I have to find
something for you! I have to,” she insisted. “I know. You’re always talking about how
much you love fried rice. Well, I happen to make a pretty wicked fried rice.”
By the time they reached the old house where Merrie’s apartment was located,
the dinner date was set. Devlin stopped in just long enough to say hello to the cat
perched in the window seat next to Merrie’s little artificial tree, and then he went on
home.
With only the small lights on the Christmas tree to light the room, Merrieanne
curled up on the floor next to the window seat. Matilda lay down on her hand, purring
happily.
Far off in the sky, visible only to those who knew to look for it, an old, beautiful
star shined down upon them. Sharp eyes – or a good heart – would have been able to
detect a smile. After all, fathers also enjoyed celebrating their children’s birthdays.

Cupid’s Corner
New Year Life Collage
It’s hard to believe that 2015 is just around the corner! I know that for most of us a new
year brings with it resolutions, goals, dreams, and plans we’d like to fulfill. We start out
strong and determined, only to lose focus at some point and once again our dreams are
left behind. I was guilty of this myself for more years than I care to admit to. Something
that’s helped me more than anything though is to create a life collage. It’s a very simple,
fun and creative blueprint of what you’d like to accomplish. Best of all, it takes such little
effort but the payoffs are enormous!
As humans, we need daily reminders of what we want and need. Out of sight equal out
of mind, right? So, all you need are:
A piece of poster board about 18” x 12”
A glue stick
A pair of scissors
Some magazines you like
Look through your magazines and cut out any pictures and words that resonate with you
and your dreams. I choose about 4 or 5 paths at one time. On my current Life Collage I
have love, family, travel, career, and health. For instance, you can cut out a picture of a
couple hugging and find words to go with it such as, “marriage, love, couple, happy”
things like this. You can cut out a picture of an engagement ring, of a new car, a house,
whatever you’d like. These are your dreams!
When you’ve gotten as many pictures and words as you'd like, arrange them on the
poster board in collage fashion and glue them on. Put this up on the wall in your
bedroom and look at it every night before you go to bed and every morning when you
wake up. Don't just glance at it, but look at every word and every picture on your Life
Collage. Since humans are incredibly visual, as you look at these words and pictures,
they'll seep into your subconscious where real changes and action can take place.
Slowly but surely you’ll find the things on your Life Collage coming true. With my first
board it took about three years, but everything on it happened. I’m now on my third Life
Collage and things are going along a lot more quickly. In fact, most of the things have
taken place in only six months.
Don’t let the simplicity of this exercise fool you; within months, weeks, even days, you
should begin seeing changes and attracting opportunities that lead you to your dreams
and goals!
Kelly Wallace: Kelly is a professional psychic counselor and author with more than 30 romance,
spiritual and self-help books on the market. You can stop by her website
http://PsychicReadingsByDrKelly.webs.com to book a reading or check out her books on Amazon!

Holiday Cooking with Sensual Treats
Italian Cookies

6 eggs
2 cups sugar
1/2 cup butter
1/2 cup shortening
1-5 1/2 cups flour
1 tbsp. baking powder
½ of 1 oz. bottle anise extract
1 1/2 tsp. lemon extract
Melt and cool shortening. Mix with sugar and eggs, one at a time.
Add anise and lemon extracts. Gradually blend in flour and baking powder.
Shape into balls and place on an ungreased cookie sheet.
Bake in a 325* oven for 8-10 minutes or longer depending on the size of the
balls.
When cooled, frost with icing and add nonpareils.
Icing: 1 box powdered sugar, 1/4-1/2 cup milk, and 1-2 drops anise.

Colleen Love’s Deep Dark Chocolate Cake
2 cups sugar
1 3/4 cups flour
3/4 cup cocoa powder
1 1/2 teaspoons baking powder
1 1/2 teaspoons baking soda
1 teaspoon salt
2 eggs
1 cup milk
1/2 cup vegetable oil
2 teaspoons vanilla
1 cup boiling water
Heat oven to 350 degrees. Grease and flour baking dish (I like bundt).
Mix together the dry ingredients. Add the eggs, milk, oil and vanilla; beat at
medium speed for 2 minutes. Slowly stir in boiling water, by hand or very
slow mixer.
Pour into prepared pan(s). Bake...
Bake 30 - 35 mins for round pans, 35 - 40 mins for rectangular pan, 50 - 60
mins for bundt pan, or until wooden toothpick inserted comes out clean.
Cool 10 mins, remove from pans, if desired, cool completely.
Frost if desired.
Enjoy.
♥

Shortbread Midnight Mints
First layer:
1 cup butter or margarine
2 cups all-purpose flour
½ cup white or brown sugar
Crumble butter, flour and sugar mixture together well. Pat mixture into
ungreased 9x9 pan. Bake at 350° F, until golden brown. Set aside to cool.
Second layer:
¼ cup butter or margarine
3 tablespoons milk
Peppermint flavoring to taste
2 cups icing sugar
Green food coloring
Combine all ingredients in a bowl. Mix well, adding a few drops more liquid
if needed for easy spreading. Tint a pretty green, and spread over cooled
bottom layer.
Third layer:
½ - ¾ cup pure chocolate chips
2 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon milk
Melt chips and butter in saucepan over low heat or over hot water. If
needed for pouring, add milk until smooth. Spread over second layer.
Chill and store in refrigerator. This will keep well, and will also freeze well.
Cut into squares.

Penny Adams’

Slow cooker sesame chicken
1 1/2 lbs boneless skinless chicken
breast
1/2 cup honey
1/4 cup soya sauce
2 Tbsp dried onions (or onion soup
mix)
2 Tbsp ketchup
1 Tbsp oil
1/2 tsp garlic powder
2 tsp cornstarch dissolved in 3 Tbsp
water
Sesame seeds
Put chicken breasts into crockpot
In a small bowl, combine honey, soya sauce, onion, ketchup, oil and garlic.
Pour over chicken
Cook on low 3-4 hours or high 1.5-2.5 hours, just until chicken is cooked
through
Remove chicken from crockpot, leaving sauce
Dissolve cornstarch in water and pour into crockpot. Stir to combine with
sauce
Replace lid and cook sauce on high for 10 min, or until slightly thickened
While sauce is cooking, cut chicken into bite size pieces. Return to sauce
Sprinkle with sesame seeds before serving. Serve over rice

Mary Burton on the Season and Gingerbread
I'm so in my element at this time of year. It's such a treat to have the whole family at
home for Thanksgiving. Plus, prep for that holiday marks the official start of my going
into overdrive baking and cooking. You may already know I love to do both and these
are the months I can do so to my heart's content. There are so many favorites I look
forward to making and sharing with friends. Here's one I think the bakers among you-aspiring or expert--may enjoy putting on the table during the holiday season.
Gingerbread Cookies
7 cups flour
2 teaspoons baking soda
2 teaspoons cinnamon
1 teaspoon cloves
½ teaspoon nutmeg
4 tablespoons dried ginger
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup butter
2 cups brown sugar
2 cups molasses
1 teaspoon vanilla

Shift together flour, baking powder, cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg, ginger and salt. In
another bowl beat together butter, brown sugar, molasses and vanilla. Slowly add dry
ingredients to the wet. Turn out the batter onto a floured board and knead until a
smooth ball. Refrigerate for about an hour and then place dough on a floured
board. Roll out until about 1/8-inch think and, using a cookie cutter, cut into
rounds. Optional: dust with white sugar. Bake in a 350-degree oven for 8-10 minutes.
If you make the gingerbread, please let me know how it comes out!
Mary Burton is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of romantic
suspense. Her latest novel is Cover Your Eyes. An avid baker and an accomplished
cook, she received her Baking & Pastry Arts Certificate at the University of Richmond's
Culinary Arts Program this past year.

Elizabeth Babcock’s
Chocolate Chip Cookies
Recipe makes 4 dozen cookies:
Now this is real easy recipe. If you don't
want to add any chocolate chips that’s
ok they taste good without them.
Pre-heat the oven to 350° F / 175° C

1 cup butter softened
1 cup packed brown sugar
2 eggs
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
3 cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
2 teaspoons hot water
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 cup of Chocolate chips
(You can put any kind of chips you want or none I have tried a few different
kinds it turns out really good no matter what.)
1 cup walnuts *optional*
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees C).
2. Cream together the butter, white sugar, and brown sugar until smooth. Beat in
the eggs one at a time, then stir in the vanilla. Dissolve baking soda in hot water.
Add to batter along with salt. Stir in flour, chocolate/ Butterscotch chips, and
nuts. Drop by large spoonfuls onto ungreased pans.
3. Bake for about 10 minutes in the preheated oven, or until edges are nicely
browned.

You can visit Liz at her blog: E.J. Babcock, Aspiring Author

CINNAMON BUNS
1 cup milk
3 tbsp. butter
¼ cup sugar
3 cups flour
1 tsp. salt
1 egg
1 pkg. Instant Yeast, dry
Heat milk and butter warm to finger touch.
In a large bowl blend the following with a mixer: liquid, 1 cup flour, sugar, yeast, salt,
and egg.
Add remaining flour and mix by hand.
Roll out on floured surface in a rectangular shape.
Spread melted butter over dough, then Cinnamon mixture, (see below), and roll as you
would a jelly roll.
Cut into 15 buns.
Place in 9"x13" greased and floured pan, with swirls facing.
Let rise 1 hour.
Back at 350°F for 15-20 minutes.
Ice with frosting.
ICING:
1 cup icing sugar
2 tsp. milk
3 tsp. margarine
½ tsp. vanilla
CINNAMON SUGAR MIXTURE:
½ cup brown sugar
2 tsp. cinnamon
¼ cup melted butter or margarine
(to be spread over dough before cinnamon and sugar mixture)

The Joy of Christmas
Gina Cianfarani, CP
It is that time of the year when family and friends meet to celebrate one of the Holiest
day of the Year Christmas. I want to wish you all a very Merry Christmas, and a New
Year filled with Love, abundance and hope for a successful career. Gina

Brodo di Natale Christmas Soup
ingredients:
4 large eggs at room temperature
1 small onion diced
1 celery stalk any size sliced
1 large carrot sliced into small pieces
2 large potatoes cut into small cubes
1 tablespoon of lemon juice
1 quarter cup of grated parmigiano
1 slice of parmigiano crust cut into small slices
2 tablespoon of fresh parsley cut into small pieces or sprigs
salt and pepper to taste
Optional: two slices of large chicken breast, sliced into small pieces
In a large pot pour water and add the vegetables and parmigiano crust **add the
chicken slices this is optional. do not add the potatoes and bring to boil on high. Once
the vegetables are almost tender add the potatoes and add two more glasses of water or
if needed.
In a small bowl break the eggs, sprinkle the parmigiano and the parsley. Beat them well,
with a fork and pour into the boiling soup. Once the egg mixture has risen to the top
then the soup is ready to be served hot or warm accordingly to taste. You may also pour
two to three tablespoon of extra virgin olive oil on top of the soup, add croutons or
Italian bread toasted sliced into small pieces.

Italian Christmas Bread
1 garlic clove or paste
fresh sprig of rosemary
salt and pepper to taste
olive oil, salt and pepper accordingly to taste
Toast the bread
rub the garlic on the top
pour the olive oil
sprinkle with salt, pepper and rosemary leaves
Serve the slices along the soup bowl
or cut the toast into cubes like croutons or

add a few cubes on top of the soup and serve.
You may also use packaged croutons.
Enjoy!!
Gina

Gina Cianfarani, is an award winning Executive Chef, and author/publisher
Gina has combined her love as an author and chef into a successful
business. Certified publisher, bestselling romance author, cookbook author
of Satisfy you and Me Cookbook for Lovers - updated limited edition will be
released soon.
Gina is available for speaking engagements, print
including
blogging/internet, television, news media interviews. If you need a
publishing, writing/author promotions, cooking tips or questions Gina is
the woman to contact. To book Gina, please contact Gina agent/publicist
Victoria at affiliateschefs@chef.net or Gina at ginacianfarani01@yahoo.ca.

Heather’s Cinnamon Fudge
1/2 bag dark chocolate chips
1/2 bag cinnamon chips
2 tblsp butter
2/3 cup heavy whipping cream
1 jar marshmallow fluff
Melt butter, whipping cream, dark chocolate and cinnamon chips in heavy saucepan
over medium heat. Candy thermometer should read 145 or soft ball stage. Take off heat
and stir in marshmallow fluff. Put into 8x8 pan and let set up.

Sensual Treats Ad Rates – 2015
ALL ads are rated for a PERMANENT place in the Archives.
Full Page - $20.00 (You supply it)
Full Page - $35.00 (We design it)
With your FULL PAGE ad, if you wish for us to design the ad for you, there is an
additional charge of $10, and you will have final approval on any work we do for you, of
course.
Samples of our full page ads are posted on the Advertising Rates page of the website:
http://sensualtreats.webs.com/advertisingrates.htm
Half Page - $15.00
Quarter Page - $10.00
Book Covers - $6.00
Banners - $5.00
Contact Heather to arrange for secure, private handling of purchasing your banner and
ad space: sensualtreats@gmail.com

Submission Guidelines
PHOTOGRAPHS:
ALL photos will be credited to the photographer/owner of the images, and with your
permission, uploaded to the photo gallery once the issue in which they appear has been
published. We will require a written statement saying that you are the owner of the
photographs and that they are being used with your permission.
ARTICLES:
We ask that you contact us first if you have an idea for an article you would like to
submit. Once your topic is approved, we will set a deadline if you want it to appear in the
next issue. If that deadline is missed, your article will appear in the next issue with an
available opening, once it’s been edited and approved for content.
Articles can be on a variety of subjects, as long as there is a connection to romance, or
will be of interest to our readers. Sexuality, spirituality, travel, food, any of these things
are very welcome. If you have something that you think would appeal but doesn’t fall
into the typical classifications, just send us a quick email and we’ll talk about it! Topics
are very flexible, and we love diversity.
If you use research sites that you think will be of interest to others, please do include
them in the article, or list them at the end, so we can share them with everyone.
FICTION:
ALL genres of romance are welcome. This is not an erotica magazine, so keep your
“heat” rating to a tone that will be acceptable to all readers. Four letter words and
multiple partners are not what we want for the magazine, ok?
Word count in the range of 1000-3500 words is ideal. If you have something longer, or
shorter, let us know and we’ll see about accommodating you if it’s at all possible and the
story is one that merits a longer word count being accepted.
Fiction will be edited for content, grammar, and the usual typographical errors.
Thank you for your interest and support, and we look forward to hearing from you, and
working with you. If you have ideas that fall outside the above categories, let us know,
please?

Merry Christmas from
Sensual Treats Magazine!

